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Project Overview
The Product: A website and mobile app for helping ordinary people conserve 
birds.

Project Duration: About 2 weeks

The Problem: How to get people more involved in conservation efforts.

The Goal: Making a site that helps endangered birds.



Three Variations
Tablet Phone

Desktop



Understanding 
The User

User Research, Persona, Pain Points, Flow Chart



User Research Summary

A local assortment of people were gathered 
and monitored while they were testing out 
the product on a mobile app, and later on a 
desktop. They had an easy time navigating 
and mainly wanted more features from the 
app for other animals.



Pain Points

One:

Site felt barren in terms of 
content.

Two:

App needs to prove it’s 
worth since apparently 
birds aren’t enough for 

some people.



Flow Chart For Task



Starting The 
Design

Paper & Digital Wireframes, Low-Fidelity Prototype, Usability Studies



Paper Wireframes



Digital Wireframes/Prototypes
Mobile (Phone) Desktop

I wanted features to be in order 
of importance; most important at 
top.

Tried to give the mobile features more depth 
on the desktop.



Usability Study Findings

Participants were able to get through 
the search easily, but they just kept 
wanting something more.



Refining The 
Design

High-Fidelity Prototype, Accessibility



High-Fidelity Prototype

Desktop Version Link: 
https://xd.adobe.com/view/923e987f-3b07-4ca4-8e7f-8142d92d3d
23-c76d/



Accessibility Considerations
● Made text and background colors contrast 

each other greatly.
● Made visuals big enough to see finer 

details.
● Added labels.



Going Forward
Take Aways, Next Steps



Takeaways

What I Learned:

That people will continue to want more even 
when something doesn’t need to be bloated in 

order to have value.



Next Steps
● Gaining more ways to help birds and 

prevent endangerment to begin with.
● Programing the site.
● Adding more screens for other functions 

that were listed on the site but were 
unavailable.



Contact Me!

susanreneeart@gmail.com


